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Abstract- Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS) is a tool
which helps doctors to make better and uniform decisions. There
are many existing systems present which are used for diagnosing
the diseases. For different types of diseases the existing CDSS
systems changes with different algorithmic approaches. Every
approach has its pros and cons. Selecting the positive aspect and
overcoming the problems is the main motive.
This paper focuses on comparative study of existing CDSS
systems namely Mycin, DeDombal, Quick Medical Record
(QMR), Internist 1. Also the paper focuses on different
algorithmic approaches for CDSS. It also give comparative study
for algorithmic approaches of heart diseases. The proposed
system deals with the similarity matching function. In decision
tree construction, the nodes are constructed on splitting attribute
or the flag value. Hence if continuous value is to be handled then
it can prove fatal. This kind of flaw is observed in ID3 algorithm.
Hence to overcome this drawback Extended sub tree approach is
implemented. The results show the comparative analysis between
these two approaches.

studied the diagnoses process and developed a computerbased decision aids using Bayesian probability theory [Musen,
2001]. INTERNIST-I was a broad-based computer-assisted
diagnostic tool developed in the early 1970’s at the University
of Pittsburgh as an educational experiment [Miller et al.,
1982; Pople, 1982]. MYCIN was a rule-based expert system
designed to diagnose and recommend treatment for certain
blood infections (antimicrobial selection for patients with
bacteremia or meningitis) [Shortliffe, 1976].
Table 1: Existing Systems

Index Terms- CDSS, Patient health Information, Electronic
Medical Record, Extended Sub tree (EST).

I. INTRODUCTION

C

linical Decision Support (CDS) systems provides
clinicians, staff, patients and other individuals with
knowledge and person specific information , intelligently
filtered and presented at appropriate times, to enhance health
and healthcare[2]. CDSS is a tool to assist user in taking
clinical decisions of diagnosis. A typical user of CDSS is a
physician, nurse or any other paramedical service provider. It
gathers the patient health information (PHI) entered by the
user in the system. Using pre-determined algorithms or rules,
CDSS provides clinically relevant information and
conclusions to the user. The rules used in the system can be
configured by the administrator. Security of each patient’s
personal record must be provided[1].
II. DIFFERENT EXISTING SYSTEMS
Different CDS Systems that were developed from the early
times have brought up to professional’s attention in 1950’s.
De Dombal's system was developed at university of Leeds in
the early 1970’s by deDombals and his associates. They
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III. HEART DISEASES
Heart is the vital organ of the body. Without heart the living
organism cannot survive. The working of the heart is only to
pump the blood in and out. This creates blood circulation in
entire body. Blood circulation helps other organs to work
efficiently into the body. There are no.of factors which affect
heart to malfunction such as history of patient as well as
hereditary , life style , poor diet, high blood pressure, obesity,
percentage of cholesterol, high per tension, smoking and
drugs habbits etc[7].
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IV. DIFFERENT APPROACHES FOR DIAGNOSING
HEART DISEASES
There is large amount of heart related data present, which is in
unstructured format. Hence by analyzing the data and
formatting it into structured manner helps for making the
decision. For diagnosing the disease there are many ways in
which heart related diseases can be diagnosed and treatment
can be provided.
Different approaches have different aspects in diagnosing the
diseases. By using the Neural network approach the accuracy
secured was around 80- 90% but the hidden layers description
cannot be evaluated [5]. In fuzzy logic approach the weighted
rules are generated initially and then the fuzzy rule decision is
provided [5][6] and the accuracy obtained id around 79.05%.
In naive bayes classification approach helps in predicting
whether the patient is prone to heart disease or not and
depicting the risk factor for heart attack [7]. The accuracy
observed for naive bayes approach was around 90% [8].
Similarly by using Support vector machines concept the
accuracy was achieved around 84.12%. While as by using
decision tree approach the accuracy increased up to 96% [8].
Table 2: Analysis of methods

To conclude with in tree construction, the nodes are
constructed on splitting attribute or the flag value as well as
similarity score. Hence if continuous value is to be handled
then it can prove to be fatal. Hence main motive behind this
proposed system is to handle these problems.
5.2 Extended Sub Tree Similarity
The given 𝑇 𝑃 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇 𝑞 , proposed system of EST that is
Extended Subtree, it helps to maintain tree structure by
mapping subtrees of 𝑇 𝑃 to the similar subtree of 𝑇 𝑞 . Now
while mapping these 𝑇 𝑃 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇 𝑞 there are some rules as
follows
Rule 1: EST mapping means not only mapping only single
nodes mapped together, but also identical subtrees mapped
together.
Rule 2: No common subtrees 𝑇 𝑃 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇 𝑞 are allowed to
mapped together, that is dissimilar trees cannot be mapped
together. Rule 3 : In one to many mapping, a subtree of 𝑇 𝑃
can be mapped into different subtrees of 𝑇 𝑞 and vice versa.
Rule 4: m is the weighted as,𝑊 𝑚𝑥 = 𝑊 𝑇 𝑝𝑥 +
𝑊𝑇𝑞𝑥/2 where 𝑊𝑇𝑝𝑥 and 𝑊𝑇𝑞𝑥 are weights of subtrees in
mapping. The 𝑊 𝑇 𝑝 is calculated as
𝑊 𝑇 𝑝𝑥 =

𝑝𝑥

𝑝𝑥
𝑡 𝑖 𝜖 𝑇 𝑝𝑥

𝑊 𝑡𝑖

…… 1

where 𝑊 𝑇 𝑝𝑥 is the scalar unit, when 𝑇 𝑝𝑥 is largest subtree
𝑝𝑥
that 𝑡𝑖 belongs to, and zero otherwise. Then we compute
𝑆 ∗ (𝑇 𝑃 , 𝑇 𝑞 ) based on all possible mappings such as
𝑆 𝑇𝑃 , 𝑇𝑞 = α

V. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
5.1 Motivation
The proposed system is aims a enhancement in applications of
tree distance function utilized. In other approaches similarity
or distance score cannot be evaluated appropriately. The
similarity function or score is evaluated with 𝑆 ∗ (𝑇 𝑃 , 𝑇 𝑞 ) .The
evaluation is if 𝑆 ∗ (𝑇 𝑃 , 𝑇 𝑞 ) = 1 then trees are identical
otherwise if 𝑆 ∗ (𝑇 𝑃 , 𝑇 𝑞 ) = 0 then trees are totally distinct. If
m is a constant number then similar nodes between
𝑇 𝑃 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇 𝑞 have strong similarity then they form an identical
subtree mapping between 𝑇 𝑃 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇 𝑞 . That is, identical subtree
represents a similar sub structure between 𝑇 𝑃 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇 𝑞 , where
as m disjoint mapped nodes indicate no similar structure
between two trees.
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m k ϵM

βk X W mk

α

……… 2

where 𝜶, 𝜶 ≥ 1, is a coefficient to adjust the relation among
different sizes of mappings. Then 𝛽𝑘 is the unit scalar, when
the root nodes of 𝑇 𝑃𝑘 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇 𝑞𝑘 have same depth with respect
to 𝑇 𝑃 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇 𝑞 and it is equal to 𝜷 (a constant no between zero
and one) otherwise, leads to enhancement of mapping of same
depth regarding subtrees.
To normalize the similarity score, we divide it by its higher
bound. Since 0 ≤ 𝛽𝑘 ≤ 1, we have 𝑆 𝑇 𝑃 , 𝑇 𝑞 ≤
α

m k ϵM

W mk

α

. Further,

α

m k ϵM

W mk

α

≤

where 𝜶 ≥ 1 and 𝑊 𝑚𝑘
is a positive
m k ϵM W mk
number. In addition, each node counted as one in weight
p
q
calculation
as,
. This
m k ϵM W mk ≤ Max T , T
𝑃
𝑞
p
q
evaluates to, 𝑆 𝑇 , 𝑇 ≤ Max T , T
and similarity
function normalizes to,
𝑆∗ 𝑇𝑃 , 𝑇𝑞 =

𝑆 𝑇 𝑃 ,𝑇 𝑞
Max

Tp , Tq

………………… 3
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5.3 Computational Algorithm
𝑝

𝑝

Hypothesis 𝑇𝑖,𝑗 represents a subtree of T p rooted to 𝑡𝑖 is
𝑞

𝑞

mapped to identical subtree of T q rooted to 𝑡𝑗 namely 𝑇𝑗 ,𝑖 .
Now evaluation of 𝑆 𝑇 𝑃 , 𝑇 𝑞 is done in four steps as follows
–
Step 1: Identifying all mappings: We evaluate all possible
mappings, whether it may be valid or invalid (i.e invalid
mappings will have weight zero from step 3 ), and store into
two lists of nodes having each list for one each subtree.
𝑇 𝑃 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇 𝑞 are the inputs, while as 𝑉 𝑃 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉 𝑞 are the outputs
(inputs for next step) . 𝑉 𝑃 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉 𝑞 are the two dimensional
matrices where each element is a list of nodes represented as
𝑝
𝑞
𝑝
𝑉 𝑖 𝑗 and 𝑉 𝑗 𝑖 to the list of nodes of mapped subtrees of 𝑇𝑖,𝑗
𝑞

and 𝑇𝑗 ,𝑖 respectively.
In this step GetMapping(i,j) function results into two list of
𝑝
𝑞
nodes (𝑉 𝑖 𝑗 and 𝑉 𝑗 𝑖 ) for mapping. Its objective is to detect
the largest mapping, which can be achieved at rooted children
𝑝
𝑞
𝑝
𝑞
𝑝
of 𝑡𝑖 and 𝑡𝑗 . Now among these 𝑡𝑖 and 𝑡𝑗 's children, 𝑡𝑖𝑎 is
𝑝

𝑝

the 𝑎𝑡ℎ child of 𝑡𝑖 node, where 1 ≤ a ≤ 𝑑𝑒𝑔 𝑡𝑖 , and ia
𝑝
𝑞
denotes index of 𝑎𝑡ℎ child of 𝑡𝑖 node. Similarly 𝑡𝑗𝑏 is the
𝑞

𝑞

𝑏 𝑡ℎ child of 𝑡𝑗 node, where 1 ≤ b ≤ 𝑑𝑒𝑔 𝑡𝑗 , and jb denotes
𝑞
index of 𝑏 𝑡ℎ child of 𝑡𝑗 node. E is a matrix which indicates
𝑝

𝑞

how children of 𝑡𝑖 and 𝑡𝑗 are matched. Also E is used to
𝑝

update 𝑉 𝑖
𝑝

so 𝑉 𝑖

𝑞

𝑗

and 𝑉 𝑗
𝑞

𝑗

= 𝑉𝑗

𝑖

𝑝

𝑖

𝑞

. Therefore of 𝑇𝑖,𝑗 and 𝑇𝑗 ,𝑖 are identical

Figure 1. Pseudo code

VI. RESULT ANALYSIS

.

Step 2: Identifying each node's largest mapping: A node
𝑇 𝑃 𝑜𝑟 𝑇 𝑞 may belong to many mappings, so we consider
largest sub tree in mapping for each node. To evaluate this,
hypothesis of two arrays namely, 𝐿𝑆 𝑝 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐿𝑆 𝑞 of size
𝑇 𝑃 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇 𝑞 respectively. 𝐿𝑆 𝑝 𝑖 indicates largest subtree that
𝑝
𝑡𝑖 belongs to indexes of root nodes of mapping, denoted by
𝐿𝑆 𝑝 𝑖 𝑚𝑖 and 𝐿𝑆 𝑝 𝑖 𝑚𝑗 .The goal of this step is to fill
𝑝

𝐿𝑆 𝑝 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐿𝑆 𝑞 with appropriate values. Check if 𝑉 𝑖

𝑗

This algorithm is implemented for diagnosing the heart
diseases. The diagnosis conclude with the stage in which the
disease is residing. The data is in continuous form, i.e range of
values for every parameters is to be considered. There were 13
parameters to be considered for diagnosing the data. The
Cleveland data set is been used for analysis purpose. The
description of parameters can be given as follows:Table 3. Attributes for classification

is

larger than the subtree store it into 𝐿𝑆 𝑝 for that node and then
update it as per the upliftment. Similarly follow for rach node
𝑞
in 𝑉 𝑗 𝑖 .
Step 3: Compute the weight of each subtree: For this step,
𝑝
𝑞
evaluate 𝑊 𝑇𝑖,𝑗 and 𝑊 𝑇𝑗 ,𝑖 for all subtrees in mapping,
which is stored into 𝑊 𝑝 𝑖 𝑗 𝑎nd 𝑊 𝑞 𝑗 𝑖 . If largest value as
compared to previous value is found then add it to 𝐿𝑆 𝑝 and
increment the weight of subtree. Similarly follow for 𝐿𝑆 𝑞 .
Step 4: Calculate 𝑆 𝑇 𝑃 , 𝑇 𝑞 : In this step we have all subtree
weights (𝑊 𝑝 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑊 𝑞 ) available. Then simply evaluate
𝑆 𝑇𝑃 , 𝑇𝑞 .
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By using these attributes the data is been classified to
diagnose the disease of the patient. In ID3 algorithm, it cannot
handle continuous data. Hence to implement ID3 algorithm,
initially the data has to be converted into nominal form ie
from continuous to non continuous form. After conversion it
will evaluate the dataset to generate results. So for performing
these steps, time required to evaluate comes around 54 ms.
The time complexity required for evaluation comes around
O(n log n). Also the accuracy achieved in this evaluation
comes around 80.17 %. So to overcome the drawback of ID3
algorithm, extended sub tree approach was proposed. In this
approach, continuous data can easily be handled and time
required for evaluation is reduced. The time complexity of
this algorithm is around 𝑂 T p , T q X min T p , T q .
Improvement in accuracy is observed as compared to ID3
algorithm.

Axis Title

400
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0
1 4 7 101316192225283134
Figure 2. EST & ID3 Comparison

VII. CONCLUSION
Clinical Decision Support System for heart diseases is very
effective tool for diagnosing the diseases. It gathers the patient
health information (PHI) and by using pre-determined
algorithms or rules, it gives decisions. System will give
decision of probability for patient been prone to heart
diseases. Hence for implementation of such system Decision
Tree technique will be an effective technique in classification.
It is a simple tree like flowchart structure which helps in
bifurcating the data in respective groups. The main goal of
Decision Trees is in the intuitive representation that is easy to
understand and comprehend. Also in decision tree
construction, the nodes are constructed on splitting attribute or
the flag value. Hence if continuous value is to be handled then
it can prove to be fatal. Hence extension of sub tree is the
approach to be implemented.
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